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BATTERY TEST SYSTEM FOR PREDICTING BATTERY TEST
RESULTS

BACKGROUND

0 ] The. prese disclosure relates generally t the field of batteries. More

specifically, the present disclosure relates to systems and methods for battery testing.

}0 92 This section i intended to i ntroduce the reader t various aspects of art that

may be related to various aspects of the present disclosure, which are described below.

Th s discussion is believed to b helpful in providing the reader with background

information to facilitate a better understanding o f the various aspects of the present

disclosure. Accordingly, t should be understood that these s a are to be read in

th light, and not as admissions of prior art

Batteries, including batteries having on or mor individual electrochemical

cells, -are currently used i a wide variet of applications, including energy storage in

homes, electronics, an a wide variety of vehicles. Indeed, batteries are ubiquitous in the

vehicle industry, and are used in vehicles for a variety of reasons, including capturing an

storing energy for powering various vehicle processes. For example, batteries may be

used for starting an internal combustion engine, for powering an air conditioning unit and

variou electronics i the vehicle, and so forth.

[0004} Th most common types of batteries used in Vehicles include lead-add

batteries and lithium-ion batteries. Historically, lead-acid batteries are the most common

type used in vehicles, and are subject io a . number of different standards including

standards for size, shape, and power ratings (e.g., charge and discharge capacity,

voltage). These standards are in place, for example, t increase consumer confidence and

t ensure compliance with various regulatory requirements. As one example, lead-acid

batteries, which may b used for starting, lighting, an ignition (SO) automotive

applications, may be subject to various standards relating to their ability to support such

applications for a certain period of time. Accordingly, various standardized tests (tests



performed under standardized conditions and having standardized results) have been

established to rate batteries for particular applications.

(0005] As be appreciated, i i desirable for batteries produced for a particular

application or set of applications to pass standardized tests .associated with such

applications. Thus, manufacturers ay perform periodic testing o samples obtained

f om different manufacturing lines to ensure quality in addition, manufacturers may

subject prototype battery-samples to various standardized. tests to identify whether- new

designs are appropriate for their intended use.

0006] Standardized tests, particularly those in the automotive industry, can last for

weeks, even onths until a final result is obtained for a particular battery. This is due, a

least n part, t the desirability for automotive batteries to remain useful for a certain

amount of time (e.g., to have a long lifetime). The standardized tests associated wit

these de-terminations ma therefore require extended periods o time t provide an

accurate measure of the suitability for a particular battery to last a predetermined amount

of time, So e tests may measure, for example, whether a battery retains its ability t be

charged and. discharged by a predetermined amount after a specified period of time under

hig stress. Such tests may result n "pass" or "fai of the test.

0007] Unfortunately, the length of time required for results to be obtained leads to a

lac of advance warning that certain manufacturing designs or processes may need

attention. It is now recognized that it may therefore be desirable to reduce the amount of

ti e associated wit battery testing. It is- also now recognized that it may be desirable to

predict test outcomes to provide rapid feedback for battery design and manufacturing,

SUMMARY

[0008] summary of certain embodiments disclosed herein is set forth below, t

should be understood that these aspects are presented merel to provid the reader with a

brief summary of these certain embodiments and that these -aspects are not Intended to

7



limit the scope of this disclosure, ndeed this disclosure may encompass a variety of

aspects that may not be set forth below,

(0009] One aspec of th present c relates to a batte r testing system,

including a battery test computer having a tangible, non-transitory computer-readable

medium storing a batter}' test management system implemented as one or more sets of

instructions. The battery test management system ncludes a prediction module,

validation module and a training module. The battery test computer also includes

processing circuitry configured to execute the one or more sets of instructions. The

syste also includes a user interface communicatively coupled to the processing circuitry

and configured to provide outputs to a user. The prediction module is configured predict

a result of a standardized battery test conducted on a battery using less than a!l data

required for the standardized battery test conducted on the battery to be completed, an to-

output, via the user interface, the predicted result and a confidence level associated with

the predicted result The validation module is configured to determine a validity of the

predicted result usin -final test results fr the standardized battery test conducted on the

battery, and to output, via the user interface, a representation of the validity. The training

module is configured to update training data using the validity generated by the

validation module to update the prediction odule

[6010] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates to a tangible, non-transitory

computer-readable medium storing a battery test management system implemented as

one or more sets of instructions, wherein the battery test management system includes a

prediction module, a validation module, and a training module that, when executed by a

processor, are configured to: generate prediction of a result of a standardized battery

test conducted on a batter)'' using less than a l l data required for the standardized battery

test conducted on the batter to be completed, and to output, via the user interface, the

prediction of the result and a confidence level associated with the prediction of the result;

determine a validity of the prediction of the result usin final test results from the

standardized battery test conducted on the battery, and to output, v the user interface, a



representation- of the validity; and update training data based on the. determined validit

to update the prediction module.

f l J A farther aspect of the present disclosure relates to a method of predicting

battery test results inciudes using battery test computer to prediet a battery test result for

a battery undergoing testing. The batt er test computer comprises a tangible, non-

transitory computer-readable medium storing battery test management system

implemented as one or mo e sets of instructions. The battery test management system

includes a predictive module configured to prediet the battery test result using less than

all data required for the battery test to b complete, validation module configured to

validate the prediction, and a training module configured to re-tram the predictive module

based on results generated by the validation module. The battery test computer also

includes processing circuitry configured to execute the one- or ore sets of instructions,

and outputtmg, via a user interface, the prediction of the result and a confidence level

associated w ith the prediction.

DRAWINGS

l 2 Various aspects of this disclosure may be better understood upo reading the

following detailed description and upon reference to the drawings in which:

| .t3 ] FIG. Ϊ is a ro c diagra illustrating -an embodiment of a method for

prediction the outcome of a battery test based on a constructed model using partial test

data, in .accordance- with an aspect of the present disclosure;

ρ ί ί 4 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a battery test system having

a battery test computer with a computer-readable medium storing instructions for

predicting battery test results, in accordance with an aspect of the present disclosure;

jO S] FIG. 3 is a process diagram illustrating a embodiment of a process for

predicting battery test results using constructed model, in accordance with an aspect of

the present disclosure;



J6J FIG. 4 is a process flow diagram illustrating a embodiment of a method for

training an re-training a predictive model, in accordance with an aspect of the present

disclosure;

[ 0 7J FIG. 5 is an example representation of a plot constructed by a support vector

machine (SVM) in which data elements obtained fiom historical battery test data are

separated into two classes separated by a calculated hyperplane, in accordance with an

aspect of the present disclosure;

| ] FIG. 6 is an example output generated by the batte r test computer of FIG. 2

and including test results, test predictions, and a truth table depicting the accuracy of the

predictions, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

00 ] F G, 7 is an example output generated by the battery test computer of FIG. 2

an including test results, test predictions, a d a truth table depicting the accuracy of the

predictions, in accordance with an embodiment of the present -disclosure; and

[ Θ2 ] FIG. 8 is a plot of final discharge capacity as function of distance of a data

point from the hyperp!ane of FIG. 5 as obtained b linear regression, in accordance with

an aspect of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0 2 J On or mo specific embodiments of the present techniques will b described

below in an effort to provide a concise description of these embodiments, not al

features of an actual implementation are described in the specification. It should be

appreciated thai in th development of any such actual implementation, as in any

engineering o design project, u eroq p nenta ion-specifi c decisions us be raade

to achieve the developers' specific goals, such a compliance wit system-related and

business-related constraints, which may vary from on implementation to another.

Moreover, it should be appreciated that such development effort might he complex and



time consuming but would nevertheless be a routine undertaking of design, fabrication,

and manufacture for those of ordinary skill having the benefit of this disclosure.

0022] As set forth above, certain standardized battery tests may take- weeks or eve

months to complete for a single battery. For example, certain types of standardized

battery tests may function to. simulate normal operational conditions over a long period of

time (e.g., years), such as would be experienced duri n the average lifetime of a batter

used in a motor vehicle. The standardized battery tests may, for example, subject a

particular battery t operational stresses over a certain period of time If the particular

battery does not maintain a certain level o f performance after this time, then the battery

may b considered to fail the test. On th other hand, the battery may be considered to

pass the test if the batter)' maintains a certain level of performance alter the time period

ha completed.

23 | Standardized tests tor batteries, such as automotive batteries, may be performed

on certain batteries out of a group for quality control, o for advanced feedback in certain

battery design processes. For instance, dining the design phase of developing a battery, a

battery sample representative of a certain group (e.g., a . certain design) ma e subjected

t one or more standardized battery tests to determine whether the desig is feasible h

the real world. Thus, th tests may provide important feedback for certain engineering

a d design considerations, as well as feedback regarding whether a manufacturing

process is operating as expected (e.g., for quality control). Unfortunately, during the time

in which these tests are performed, the ultimate result of each test may be unknown,

meaning that feedback for engineering and manufacturing processes ma be delayed, in

addition, such time-consuming delays ar usually unavoidable, a certain batteries, such

as automotive batteries, may be subject to stringent compliance rule set forth by

regulatory authorities in which battery designs must be certified according to these tests.

{(1024) n accordance wit cert ain aspects of the present disclosure, it is now

recognized that i may fee desirable to predict the outcome o f certain standardized battery

tests before the tests are completed. For example, even though such standardized tests



musi.be passed by battery designs that are ultimately introduced into the market, i is now

recognized that a predicted outcome of such a test ma be useful in providing advanced

feedback s that adjustments may be made to a battery design and/or a battery

manufacturing process. h one aspect of the present disclosure, the disclosed

embodiments may enable early prediction of battery life test results (that last for weeks),

such as the AK3.4 standardized battery life test, based on. partial test data. Such teste are

typically performed on lead-acid batteries (e.g., absorbed glass mat AGM) batteries)

used for automotive purposes, but the present disclosure s intended to be applicable to

other energy storage devices (e.g., secondary batteries) subject to various standardized

testing methods, suc as lithium ion batteries, raeap c tor , and so forth,

10025] It is now recognized that accurate results of early prediction enable advantages

in engineering design, concept validation, and a y he p save labor costs and/or increase

the number of tested batteries if the test does not have to be completed based on the early

prediction. The present disclosure provides, among other things, example embodiments

of the manner in which this prediction and adjustment to a u&c uri g and/or design

processes ma e accomplished. However, the disclosed embodiments of prediction may

have other uses and ay solve other technical problems.

| 2 | To help illustrate, F . 1 is flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method

10 for predicting the outcome of a battery test in accordance with an aspect of the present

disclosure. As illustrated, the method 1.0 includes beginning the battery test (block 12).

Beginning the battery test in accordance with the acts represented by block may

include, for example, connecting the battery to be tested to a testing apparatus, examples

of which ar described in further detail below with respect t FIG. 2. Th testing

apparatus may include a user interface, which a user ay manipulate to initiate testing of

the battery using the testing apparatus. As one example, the testing apparatus may

include on or more switches that a user ay throw to initiate the test. A another

example, th testing apparatus may include computer interface and associated software

that a user may interact with to initiate testing.



|θί 2?) The i llustrated etho also includes collecting (block 14 test dat during the

test. As noted above, the test may run for a particular ti e period, such as a number of

weeks. & some situations, the test may involve comparing data collected at the

beginning of the testing period with data collected at the end of the testing period..

Accordingly, data collected throughout the test may typically b discarded or not used for

any particular purpose. -However, in accordance with present embodiments, the data

collected during the test, suc a a -various time points throughout t h test, may be used

as an input to battery test management systems described herein for the purpose o

predicting an outcome of the test.

| 2 j Thus, in accordance with present embodiments, the illustrated method 10 may

include providing (block 16) the collected data into a prediction module of the battery test

system to predict the outcome of the test before the te s is completed. For example, the

acts represented b block 16 may ine ude receiving, at a battery test computer, test data

from a local or remote te sti location. The local testing location may include test

equipment that i communicatively coupled to the attery test computer via, or example,

a wireless network or physical wiring. Additionally or alternatively, the remote testing

location ma be communicatively coupled to th battery test system via a wireless

network, via the internet, or any other si ila connection.

0029 h certain embodiments, the battery test system may output (block ) the

prediction t a user (e.g., via a user interface). For example, the batte r test system may

include an audio and/or visual system capable of output ng a user*perceivable indication

-relating to the prediction. A s a example, the battery test system may include a display

that receives instruc-tions from processing circuitry of the battery test computer to visually

present a predicted result of the test, and/or predicted values for battery properties at

certain times during the test, and at the en of the test As described in further detail

below, the prediction may also e provided in c ombination with other measures relating

to the prediction, such as a confidence in the prediction based on statistical correlations.

As one example, the predicted outcome may be whether the battery will pass or fail the



test As .another example, the predicted outcome may be a value of a particular

parameter, such as a predicted discharge capacity that the battery will have at the end of

the test period

[ 030 h certain e the predicted outputs from the acts represented y

block may be useful feedback from design standpoint for early diagnosis an

correction of engineering and/or batter manufacturing issues. Accordingly, the method

may include modifying (block 9) .engineering: design a i or an fe c ring processes

associated with the batteries of the type for which the predictions were made. This may

improve the .overall operation of battery engineering processes and may also improve the

operation of manufacturing facilities, for example by providing early feedback for quality

control. For instance, batteries that wer predicted to ai certain tests or aspects of tests

may each have a particular batter identifier, which can then be traced back to certain

battery designs, or certain manufacturing facilities for possible improvement thereof.

An example of the manner in whic present embodiments, such as method 0 of

FIG, 1, ay be implemented using special purpose computers and other hardware

components may be further appreciated with respect to FIG. 2, which schematically

depicts an embodiment of a battery test system 20 i accordance with present

embodiments the illustrated embodiment, the battery test system 2 includes a battery

test computer 22, which includes a tangible, non-transitory computer-readable mediu

24 (e.g., memory circuitry) storing a battery test management system 26 implemented as

o e or more sets of instructions (e.g., processor-executable instructions). The battery test

computer 22 a so includes one o more processor 28 configured to execute th

instructions associated with the battery test management system 26 to perform certain

routines to predict battery test outcomes, amon other functions.

[ 0 J More specifically, the one or more processor 28 may include one or more

application specific integrated circuits AS Cs), one or more field programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs), one or more general purpose processors, or any combination thereof.

Additionally, the memory circuitry 2 may include volatile memory, such as random



access memory (RAM), and/or non-volatile memory, soch as read-only memory )

optical drives, hard disc drives, or solid-state- drives, o some embodiments, described in

forther detail below, the battery test computer may include portions of a vehicle control

unit ( , battery control module, or other fe at r used within a vehicle,

0033] The battery test computer 22 may als include a user interface system 30, which

may include one or more devices communicatively coupled to th memory 24 and

processor 28 io enable a user to provide input to the battery test computer 2 and t

enable the battery test computer 2 to provide outputs to the user. The. user interface

syste 30 may include one or more user input devices 32 may include, but are not

limited to, a keyboard 34, a mouse 36, a trackball, touchscreen, keypad, a microphone,

and s forth. The user input devices 3 may enable a user to manually enter data (e.g.,

battery test data), to generally control o e or more aspects of the battery test management

system 26 (e.g., initiate testing of a . battery, initiate test outcome prediction, initiate

validation, initiate training, review results, modify parameters of the prediction,

validation, and/or training). The user interface syste 30 may also include user output

devices 3 configured to provide user-perceivable indications relating to the operati on of

the battery test computer 22, and more specifically to provide outputs to the user that

relate to the prediction of battery test results. As illustrated, the user output devices 38

may include a display 4 configured t -visually present information to a user (e.g.,

battery test predictions, battery test data). Th user output devices 38 may,. additionally

or alternatively, include one or more acoustic devices (e.g., speakers) configured to

provide user-audible outputs relating to these aspects

| 34 | The battery test computer 22 ay also include a communication system 42 that

enables co munication w t other devices, suc as a battery testing apparatus 44

configured to physically couple to a batter for testing. For example, the battery testing

apparatus 4 may include voltage sensors, current sensors, a load circuit or oad

connectors, interface features configured to enable test data to be provided to other

devices and/or users, and so forth.



f 35] Other devices that may be coupled to the battery test computer

22 via the communication system 42 may clude portable electronic devices of a user,

vehicle control systems, vehicle diagnostic systems, as well as systems (e.g., battery

testing systems} located remotely from th battery test computer 22 To enable such

communications, the system 42 may include variety of hardware

devices a d, i some embodiments, associated code (e.g., drivers) stored on the memory

circuitry 24 to enable the processor 2 to process inputs received at the communication

system 42 Example hardware devices of the communication system 42 may include

wireless transmission and receiving equipment (e.g., transceivers), general purpose ports

(e.g., ports for networking connectors), special purpose ports (e.g., ports for batter)' t s

equipment), and so forth. n th illustrated embodiment, for example, the battery testing

apparatus 44 ma provide battery tes d t t the battery test computer 2 via the

communication system 42 The processor 28 may then us the battery test data as an

input to the battery test management system 26, as described in further detail below,

{0036} A s illustrated, the battery test management system 26 may include certain sets

of instructions that, when executed by the o e or mor processor 28, are configured to

predict battery test outcomes based at least on battery test data obtained during a batter

test, to validate the predictions, and. to update and/or re-train portions of the battery test

management system that carry out the predictions. In accordance with present

embodiments, the battery test management system 26 may include a prediction module

46, validation module 48, and a training module 5 , which may a be implemented a

sets of instructions stored on the memory circuitry 24 In a general sense, the prediction

module 46 is configured to generate a predicted outcome for a battery test using battery'

test data obtained before the test is completed, the validation module 48 is configured to

determine a validity of the predicted outcome generated by the prediction module 46, and

the train g module 50 is configured to update training data using results generated by th

validation module 48 to update the prediction module 46.

I I



|Θ 37] Though they ar illustrated and described a individual portions of the battery

test management system 26, the prediction module 46, d e validation module 48, and the

training module 50 are illustrated and described in th s manner to provide a functional

representation of me battery test management system 26. i$ prediction module

46, the validation moduie 48, and the training module 50 are functionally described as

individual components, bu in an actual implementation, some or all of the instructions

associated with these functions may be tightly integrated with other functions performed

by the -other portions of the battery- test management system 26. Accordingly, the battery

test management system 2 and its features ate presented from a stractoai-funetional

point of view, where the functions described herein are intended to denote one or mor

instructions physically stored on the memory circuitry 24 that. when executed by the one

or ar processor 28 perform the described functions.

| Θ38| The present disclosure is intended to encompass various implementations of the

battery test management system 26. Generally, the battery test management system. 26

may be a grou of processor-executable instructions produced in any appropriate

programming platform, suc as C H , Ma ab and so forth. The battery test management

system 2 may be constructed, in some embodiments, to automatically r n some or al

routines associated with prediction of test outcomes, such as to automatically generate

predicted battery parameters, -automatically run validation, re-training and/or updating,

and so forth. n one particular embodiment, a least a portion of the battery test

management system 26 ay be implemented as a specially-configured battery test

support vector machine SVM) that has been trained using cert ai types of battery test

data. Further details regarding the manner in which the battery les management system

26 may operate a d may be constructed are provided below.

| ) As described herein, the prediction module 46 of the batter test management

system 26 ma include one or more Statistical models constructed fro historical battery

test dat obtained from battery tests performed on a number of battery samples. The

historical battery test data may be data tha spans an entire test duration for each battery



sample. For example, if a standardized battery test lasts a predetermined number of

weeks, then the historical battery test data will include the dat spanning the entire

predetermined number of weeks for each battery sample. As. an example, one or more of

the statistical models may be a predictive classifier model (e.g., a predictive linear

classifier) that predicts, based on an .incomplete set of dat (e.g., data from less tha the

M l duration of a test), whether a battery wil pass or M l the test. One or more of the

statistical models may, additionally or alternatively, predict e characteristics that the

battery undergoing testing wil have at the end of the test duration. As on -example, the

statistical model - predict, at a time before th end of d e test, a discharge capacity

value that the battery wil have at the end of the tes duration n one embodiment, one o

.m o re of the statistical models may us linear regression as described in more detail

below.

| ί | An example of various outputs that the battery test management system 2 may

provide i shown on the display 40. As illustrated, a plurality of predicted results are

provided, i cludin a pass or fail prediction 52 associated with a battery identifier 54,

each battery identifier 54 bein associated with one particular batt ery n this regard, the

memory circuitry 24 may store historical predictions and may store multiple predictions-

as they are output by the battery test management system 26 for access by a user, for

example t allow comparisons between batteries. As shown, th stored data may be

-tabulated, sorted, an prepared for presentation t the user, A predicted discharge

capacity 56 is also provided for each battery-identifier 54, bu other predicted values may

be provided as noted above

| 4 .1 I addition to outputttng predicted batter characteristics- and test results, th

battery management system 26 may also output an indication 5 of the confidence of th

predictions FIG. 2, the indication 58 s shown as a probability of the particular battery

passing the- test and a probability of the particular battery failing the test. However, i

some embodiments the indication 5 m only include on of these.



0 421 The battery test management system- 26, whe executed by the on or more

processor 28, may be configured to automatically perform various tasks associated with

the prediction module 46, the validation module 48, and/or the training module 50. For

example, the battery- test management y e 2 may automatically perform the genera!

functions of each module as noted above, or may not perform al or a portion of these

functions based on certain user inputs (e.g., .whether or no to continue learning from

further test data).

0 4 3 J F C depicts an embodiment of method 60 performed by the battery est

computer 22 during execution of instructions associated with the battery test management

system 26. More specifically, the method 60 may be considered to represent an

automated routine- -performed b the battery test computer 22 to predict an outcome, for a

particular battery, of a battery test in conjunction with the performance- f the battery test

(e.g., a . standardized battery test) on the particular battery in accordance with certain

embodiments, the method 60 is performed without interruption to the battery test.

.[0944 As depicted i the process flow of FIG. 3, the battery test management system

26 may receive an instruction from the battery test computer 22 (e.g., via a user input) to

initiate the battery tes prediction process (block 62) As an example, the initiation in

accordance with the acts represented: by block 62 may b performed at substantially th

same time as initiation of a .battery test performed on a battery. As one example, a user

may initiate testing of a batter in accordance with a battery testing standard, and the

battery test management system 26 may automatically initiate data collection and storage

of the battery test data a the test progresses.

[0045] As illustrated, at a first time point a ter initiation of the testing procedure,

instructions associated with the prediction module 46 (e.g., a statistical model) may b

run {block 64), using the battery test data collected rom the initiation time to th first

time point as a predictive input. As a specific example, the first time point may b 4

weeks after test initiation (thus, the model run in accordance wit block 6 may use 4

weeks of test data collected from the battery sample). However, the- first time point may



generall be any tim before t e full time period of the test As ay be appreciated, the

first ti e point a be a time where sufficient data has been collected to enable an

accurate prediction, but not so ate so a to reduce the value of perforrning the prediction.

[ 046 The prediction module 46 may output a predieted test result or a predicted

battery characteristic final discharge capacity), as we l as a confidence factor

associated w t the prediction. The output may h provided t the user, o may simply be

an output for further processing via the battery test management system 26 a d th

hardware of the battery test computer 22.

| 47j To determine whether the method 60 should be completed o should be

continued, the battery te s computer 22 ma perform a first determination (query 6 )

regarding whether a confidence factor associated wit the predicted outcome generated in

accordance with the acts represented by block 64 is above a predetermined threshold in

situations where tire confidence factor is above the threshold, the method 60 proceeds to

outputting (block 68) the generated prediction to the user. For example, the outputting in

accordance with the acts represented by block 68 may include outputting a predieted test

result, predicted battery characteristics, associated confidence factors, and so forth, via

one or mor of the user output: devices 38.

| 4 ] Upon outputting user-perceivable results in accordance with th acts represented

b block 68, the method 60 proceeds to termination (block 70 of the prediction process.

The acts represented by block 70 may include automatically terminating the prediction

process upon outputting the prediction having a confidence facto above the

predetermined threshold, or may include prompting the user t provide a input to the

battery test computer 2 regarding whether the user wishes to continue the prediction

process (e.g., to continue the prediction for another length of time to further increase the

confidence of the prediction), or terminate th process indeed, this t p of prompt may

b provided to th user at any one or a combination of time points when the battery test

management system 26 generates a predicted outcome, predieted characteri stics,

confidence factor, and so forth.



0 4 ] Further, in certain embodiments, acts represented by block 7 ay include

providing a prompt to the user for an input regarding whether to teratinate the actual test

being conducted o the batter sample. For example, in embodiments where the

predicted outcome s that the battery will fail the battery test, the battery test computer 22

a provide a notification to the user and follow this notification with a prompt

regarding whether the test i to be continued or whether the test s to be completed. I

embodiments where the user provides an input that the test should be terminated, the

battery test computer 22 may communicate with th battery test apparatus 44 via the

on n eation system 42 to terminate the testing procedure, n other embodiments, the

prompt provided to the ser ma h o inpu regarding whether to terminate th

prediction process i n such embodiments, if d e user wishes t terminate the prediction

process, the battery test computer 22 may simply cease collecting data, or may continue

collecting test data but may not .necessarily continue to use this data as a predictive input.

However, the battery test computer 22 may use this data as .additional training and

validation data.

j¾ 5 G] Returning to query 66., in situations where the confidence factor does not exceed

the predetermined confidence level direshold, the method 60 may proceed to running

(block 72) th statistical prediction model e.g., running the prediction module 48

including the statistical prediction model) at second time point, where the second time

poin is after th first time point but is before the full duration o f the test, in certain

embodiments o f the method 60, th second time point may be a factor of the first time

point. By way of non-limiting example, the second time point may be .25 to 3 times the

first t me point. As a specific example, the first time point may be 4 weeks after tes

initiation (thus, the model run in accordance with block 64 ma use 4 weeks o f test data

collected from the battery sample), and the second time point may be 6 weeks (the second

time point in this example i a factor of 1.5 of the first time point),

] .As with the act represented by block 64 the acts represented by block 72 may

a s include the generation o f a prediction o f the test outcome (a predictive output).



battery characteristics, and second confidence level associated with the updated

predictions. To the extent that these predictions provide substantially the same type of

mfo mat as the predictions generated at the first time point, the predictions generated

at the second time point may be considered to b first updated predictive outputs, and

ma include any one or a combination of the types of outputs noted above that may be

generated by the prediction module 46.

[0 2] Upon generation of the first updated predictive outputs, the method 60 proceeds

to query ?4 where the battery test computer 22 determines whether the confidence factor

associated with th first updated prediction is above a predetermined threshold. This

threshold may b the same level used in query 6 or may be higher (e.g., requiring

higher confidence) because the prediction should have increased accuracy. The result of

the acts represented by query 74 may be substantially the same as set forth above with

respect to query 66, where if the confidence is sufficiently high (higher tha the

threshold), the method 60 proceeds to outputting the prediction to the user and

termination in accordance with the acts represented by blocks and 70, On the other

hand, if the confidence factor is not above the threshold, the method 60 proceeds with

further ana sis.

| ) 3 Specifically, th method 60 proceeds t running (block 76) th statistical mode

at a third time point (e.g., a final time point), after the first and second time points but

before the entire duration of the test. The third time point (a final time poin in this

example) may be any factor of the first time point and may have any suitable relationship

t th second time point. While described as a final time point, this s intended to denote

a final time point for prediction, an not a final ti e point for testi n (i.e., not he entire

test duration).

[ 054 As one example, the entire test duration may be greater than 10 weeks (e.g., 16

or 1.8 week , th thir time point may be 9 weeks, the second time point may be 6

weeks, and the fi rs t time point may be 4 weeks. At. the third time point, the battery test

management system 26 generates second updated predictive outputs in a similar manner



as set forth above with respect to block 2, However, the second updated predictive

outputs as shown may be provided in accordance with the act represented b block 68.

0 5j As i llustrated, after the third time point, further queries ar performed a d

the process may be terminated as set forth above w th respect to the acts represented by

block 70. Th number of t me points and associated predictions used by the thod is

not limited to three times as illustrated. Rather, any suitable number of time points an

associated predictions may be utilized. In some embodiments, the time points may occur

at. any specified frequency and interval between the beginning and end of a full test

procedure.

00 J n accordance with certain aspects of the present disclosure, it may be beneficial

to significantly reduce the test duration by predicting he test results wit high confidence

before the completion of the test As such, certain embodiments of the present disclosure

ma function to, among Other things, build the statistical models use or prediction, train

the statistical models using rea data, an improve th accuracy of the predictions

generated by re-training the statistical models as desired. As noted above, the prediction

module 46 may, in some embodiments, include routines functioning as the statistical

model described above, and which may be fully or partially implemented using a special-

purpose battery test support vector machine (SV M that is trained using specific

parameters to produce particular types of outputs (e.g., predicted test outcomes).

05 j FIG, 4 depicts an example embodiment of a . method 80 for building, training,

and updating a statistical mode i accordance with an aspect of the present disclosure,

certain embodiments, the metho 80 may be a automated algorithm programmed in any

suitable programming platform, and may be implemented as processor-executable

instructions stored on the memory circuitry 24. Accordingly, the method 80 may be one

or more processes or applications run on the battery test computer 26.

[0158] The illustrated method SO includes the use of training dat 82 and a feature

selection process (block 84) to generate one o more statistical models (e.g., battery test



SVMs) along with a subset of features- (e.g., battery characteristics) that serve as

predictive inputs cm which the statistical models may base predictions. The training data

82, as set forth above, ay include full battery test data sets (data r om an entire duration

of a particular battery test, as well as the test results) obtained from historical runs of the

test on a set of battery samples.

[ 59 ] The illustrated feature selection process represented by block 8 include

perforating- an automated algorithm (e.g., a . feature identi fi cation algorithm) that is

configured to obtain combinations of features (e.g., particular battery characteristics) that

enhance separation between different classifications of batteries (e.g., those mat pass

versus those thai fail th battery test) n. addition, the features obtained in accordance

with block 84 may : used to produce statistical models tha ar stable, meaning the

models are stable to battery samples that have outlying characteristics that would

otherwise cause -a significant decrease in prediction accuracy of the models.

0 ] The one o more algorithms to fi nd such features may use certain raw battery

test data, such as a discharge capacity of the battery and a charge capacity of the battery,

and may normalize these value to enable battery test data from a plural ity o f di ere nt

batteries to be used construction of the models. The feature identification algorithm

may also include performance of certain processing steps, such a averaging of the.

normalized charge and discharge capacities, calculation of the standard deviation of these

values, and so forth. The automated algorithm, in some embodiments, ay construct

different features from -normalized capacity curves. The algorithm ma use normalized

discharge capacity per week, normalized charge capacity per week to determine an

efficiency per week (the discharge capacity divided by the charge capacity), and may us

these weekly values to then generate function curves a d rate of change curves. For

different time windows (e.g., different week ranges), th algorithm may calculate

averages and standard deviations of various rates of change, normalized capacity values,

and so. forth. Example features may i c lud rate of change of charge capacity between

certain time periods (e.g., between weeks 6 and 7 of test tha lasts IS weeks), an



average efficiency between certain time periods (e.g., between weeks 3 and. ), an

standard deviation of discharge capacity between certain time periods (e.g., weeks 6 and

9.)

0 The battery test SVM, for example, can be to predict the outcome of

the present battery test using less than a l data .required for th standardized battery test to

be completed as predictive input, after the battery test SV is trained. In one

embodiment, training the SVM includes condensing thousands of d points into a

manageable number of support vectors (SVs). After training, the specially-confi gured

battery test SVM may predict the outcome of the battery test using test data collected

prior to the completion of the full test duration. Additionally all test results ate fed into

the predictive model such tha the accurac improves w th each battery test conducted.

Accordingly, the models se forth herein may continuously improve the operation of the

battery test computer 22 by improving accurac and enabling earlier prediction of

accurate test results.

[ 6 To help illustrate an example of the manner n which the model is constructed

and used, FIGS. 4 and 5 are described in combination with one another below. Referring

briefly to F G. 5, in certain embodiments, the feature selection process represented by

block §4 of FIG. 4 may include the use of a first feature and second feature that ar

mapped to a space, e.g., a two-dimensional plo 88, where each point 90 has coordinates

corresponding to the value for the first feature and the value for the second feature. The

feature selection process of block 8 may be considered complete when features are

found that result in a desired separation between classes of th batteries. A set forth

below, more than two features ma e utilized resulting in a m l i-dimensional plot.

As shown in the plot 88 of FIG. 5, the different categories are represented by

different shapes, where the triangles are batteries that passed) the test (a fi rs

classification) and the circle ar batteries that failed th test (a second classification).

The first and second features are selected to allow an optimal separation between the

battery classifications, and the feature selection process represented by block 84 of F G, 4



may utilize battery test SVMs to generate plots similar to the p ot 88 depicted in FIG, 5.

A shown, the batteries that passed the test are generally located n first region 92 of the

plot, while batteries that tailed the test are generally located in a seco d region 94 of the

plot 88 that is separate fro the first region 92. The battery test SVMs may calculate a

hyperp!aae 96, which separates batteries that pass the test from those that fai the test

using, for example, samples 98 that are relatively close to the frontier between the first

and second regions 92, 94.

0 6 J A generally shown in FIG. 5, the battery test SVMs ma calculate the

hyperplane 96 by attempting to maximize a margin 99 between the pass and fail classes.

On e the hyperpiane 96 is constructed, the battery test SV may be considered to h

trained, and therefore becomes a classifier model (e.g., illustrated as a linea or binary

classifier model that uti zes a linear .separator). However, i . another embodiment, the

dat ma e mapped in any finite dimensional space depending on the number of features

selected, and, according to such embodiments, the hyperplane 96 calculated by the

battery test SVMs may be iti-dimensio i (e.g., three dimensions or higher). n

accordance with present embodiments, the classification error of th battery test SVMs

decreases as more weeks of dat a are used for predictions. However, again, there may be

a balance between the usefulness of a prediction versus its accuracy. The embodiments

described herein may achieve such a balance for certain types of tests (e.g., a .

standar dized A 3 4 test) using specially-selected features and when ran a different

times.

| θ »5] A shown in FIG. 4, the trained battery test SVM 86 (e.g., now battery test

statistical classifier model) may receive and map input data actua l test data from a

battery undergoing testing* shown a test data 0) in the space defined by the selected

features (e.g., a two or multidimensional space, such as plot 88). e test data 1.0 ay

include charge and discharge capacity information, a s wel l as the size of the particular

battery sample (e.g., S, 6, according to DIN standards).



[00 ] I F . 5 » a data point (e.g., point 101) is predicted t have either a pass status if

it falls o what i defined a d e passing side of the hyperplane 96 (e.g.. within the first

region 92), or ail status if it falls on what is defined as the failing side of the

hyperplane 96 (e.g., withi the second region 94). The prediction is made with greater

confidence as the data poin is farther away ro th hyperplane 96; i.e., a distance 02 to

the hyperplane 96 is large. Further, the prediction has a relatively low confidence factor

i the data point is close to the hyperplane 96 (e.g., inside the margin 99). Fo example,

the pass/fail status of the data points each encompassed by a square would be

predicted w th a relatively lower confidence. Accordingly, each prediction may have a

confidence factor that is commensurate with its distance from the hyperplane 96.

0067 Returning agai to FIG, 4, th method 80 ma include validation (block 04) of

the predictive model (e.g., the spec lly^onfigured SVM 86), For example, the battery

test computer 22 may use the validation module 48. to compare predictions made by the

prediction module 46 by determining whether the predictions were accurate. This may

result in the production of validation results 106, which may be produced for each

prediction made after each test is complete, or ay be produced once a plurality of

predictions ar made and after a plurality of final test results are obtained.

| J I certain embodiments, th battery test computer 22 may output the validation

results 106 to the user. Fo example, the battery test computer 22 may display the

validation results 6 on the display 40. The validation results 1 6 ma include, in

certain embodiments, truth tables, accuracy percentage for a plurality of predictions, and

so forth,

| ] certain embodiments, the method 8 involves updating {block 0 training

data used in the construction of th model. Fo example, the battery test computer 22

ma use the training module SO to utilize data collected from more recent runs of the

batter test to update the hyperplane 96 generated b the battery test SVM. Once the

hyperplane 96 is updated, the statistical model may be considered to be re-trained.



]0 7 ] To farther illustrate various aspects of the present disclosure, an example

implementation is described herein in the context of a battery test prediction for lead-acid

AGM batteries undergoing a standardized AK3.4 test n such embodiments, the A 3.4

test is conducted for 1 weeks total (I.e., the test duration is 18 weeks). The A 3 4 test is

an endurance test that helps determine the ability of the AGM lead aeid battery t deliver

energy under hig cyclic conditions during its lifetime. During these 8 weeks, the

particular battery sample is subjected t o full and partial charge-discharge cycles. Each

week, the discharge and charge capacity is measured. The battery sample passes the test

if the discharge capacity, which is -normalised by C2 capacity) is greater than a

threshold over the 18 weeks, The threshold may be adjusted depending o the desired

endurance. For the examples described below, th thresholds were set to 60% and 0%

of the battery's C20 capacity at t e onset of the test.

8 7 j n accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure, the prediction

module 4 provides a predictive output at three different time points - a first at 4 weeks,

a second at 6 weeks, and third at 9 weeks according to the method 60 set forth in FIG

3 . Indeed, i has been found t ha accurate predictions may be provided in as little as 4

weeks for an A . .4 test when the methods described herei are implemented sin

appropriate thresholds, features for the battery test SVM. models, and so forth. In

accordance with on aspect of the present disclosure, first and second features used as

inputs to battery test SV -training may be rates of change of discharge and return .charge

efficiency, which may provide optimal separation between passin and failing batteries

for predictive binary classification. However, other features- may h used as set forth

above.

8072] Actua results from embodiments the battery- test management system 2

implemented in an embodiment of the battery test computer 22 are provided in F GS. 6

and 7. Specifically, FIG. 6 depicts an output 1.20 generated b the battery test computer

.22 (e.g., an output fr o the validation module 48). The predictive model (part of the

prediction module 46) in this example was constructed using 42 training samples of



AG lead-acid batteries havi g a 6 standard dimension, and using rates of change of

discharge capacity and charge efficiency a the features for the battery test SVM. test

batteries (i.e., the batteri es for which predictions were provided) were used. The

thresholds- used were 60% a d 70% of each battery 's original 2 capacity, and the

predictions noted were provided at 9 weeks of test data obtained for the batteries.

(0073] The output 120, as shown, includes plot 2 of normalized discharge capacity

as a function of time- (in weeks) for th training data and the test data. The output 0

also includes a truth table 4 ,. which illustrates the. accuracy of the predictions. A s

shown, when using a higher threshold (70%), th accuracy was not as high as when the

threshold was lower (60%). However, this is no necessarily due to the threshold alone,

but. due to the incorrectly predicted sample having a normalized discharge capacit close

to the 70% threshold, n such embodiments, the prediction .module 46 may be updated

using the test data obtained for that sample to enhance the accuracy of the model's

prediction in accordance with present embodiments, the batteries predicted to fail may

provide useful feedback from a design standpoint for early diagnosis and correction -of

engineering and/or battery manufacturing issues. Again. this rftay improve- the verall

operation of battery engineering processes and may also improve the operation of

manufacturing facilities, for example by providing early feedback for quality control.

074] FIG 7 depicts an output 0 generated by the battery test computer 22, where

the predic tive model (part of the prediction module 46) was constructed using 42 training

samples of AGM lead-acid batteries having a standard dimension, and using rates of

change of discharge capacity and charge efficiency as th features for the battery test

SVM 1.0 test batteries ( .e ., th batteries for which predictions were provided) were

used. The thresholds used were 60% and 70 of eac battery's original C20 capacity,

and the predictions noted were provided -at 9 weeks of test data obtained for the batteries.

The output 0 includes a plot 2 of normalized discharge capacity as- a

function of time (in weeks) for th training data and the test data. The output 1 0 als

includes a truth table 4, which illustrates the- accuracy of the predictions. As shown,



accurate predictions were output using both th 60% and 70 thresholds. This ma be

appreciated upon reference to the plots of the test batteries, where th rate of change of

the discharge capacity is relatively low

[ 07 J As set forth above, m a . further aspect of the present diselosare, the predictions

output b the prediciion odule 46 also include predicted battery characteristics.

Referring again to the examples set Forth in FIGS. and 7, the prediction module 4 6 a

a so output (e.g., to the user) a predicted final discharge capacity (e.g., a discharge

capacity at the end of the. standardized test). F G 8 illustrates an example output 14 of

final battery discharge capacity.

0 77J The output. 40 of FIG. 8 includes a plo 42 of final discharge capacity as

function of distance to the hyperplane 96 (see FIG. 5). More specifically, the example

distance 102 shown i FIG. 5 from the battery sample's location on the plot 88 to the

hyperplane 96 may he used i . combination: with linea reg ressio to predict th future

discharge capacity,- s shown in FIG. 8.

0 7 The embodiments disclosed herein may be used n any suitable combination,

an the present disclosure is intended to encompass any combination of any o f the

embodiments disclosed herein. As an example, one or more of the disclosed

embodiments, i any combination, may e use to provide the technical effect of

improving battery testing and by predicting battery test results before the

tests are concluded. For example, a battery test computer ay predict an outcome (e.g.,

pass/ il) of a battery test being conducted on a battery we l before the tes would

otherwise be complete. The battery test computer may include a tangible, no -transitory

computer-readable medium storing a battery test management system implemented as

one or more sets of instructions. The battery test management system includes

predictive module configured to predict he battery test result using less than all data

required for the battery test to be complete, a validation module configured to validate the

prediction, and a training module configured to re-train the predictive module base o

results generated by the validation module. Thus, another technical effect may be that the



battery test computer provides increasingly accorate prediciions by learning from ew

battery test d a Further, the embodiments set forth herein may be used to update o

refine battery designs and manufacturing processes based on early predictions.

Accordingly, yet another technical effect of present embodiments may include .an

improvement to. engineering and man & et ri g processes associated w th battery

production. The technical effects and technical problems in. the specification are

exemplary and are not limiting. t should be noted that the embodiments described in the

specification ay have other technical effects a d can solve other technical problems.

For example, batter test SVMs: may b constructed and used to generate other predictive

outputs for other battery tests such as battery water consumption tests.

0079] Th specific embodiments described above have been shown b way of

example, and t should be understood tha these embodiments may be susceptible to

various modifications and -alternative forms, t should be further understood that the

claims are not intended to be limited to the particuiar forms disclosed, but rather to cover

all .modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of this

disclosure.



CLAIMS;

. A battery testing s , comprising:

a battery test computer comprising ¾tangible, non^ransitory nrpuier r adab

medium storing a battery test management system implemented as one or mor sets of

instructions, whe ein the battery tes management system comprises prediction module,

a validation module , and a training mod , a d wherei the batter test computer

comprises processing circuitry configured to execute the one or more sets of instructions;

a user interface communicatively coupled to th processing circuitry a d

configured to provide outputs to a user;

wherein the prediction module is configured predict result of a standardized

battery test conducted on a battery using less than all data required or the standardized

battery test conducted on the battery to be completed, an to output, via the user

interface, the predicted result and a confidence level associated with the predicted result;

wherein the validation module is configured to determine a validity of the

predicted result using final test results from the standardized battery test conducted on the

battery, and to output, via the user interface, representation of the validity; and

wherein the training module is configured to update training data using the

validity generated by the validation module to update the prediction module,

2 . The battery testing system o claim 1, wherein the prediction module i

configured to output* via the user interface * the predicted result of the standardized

battery test for the battery at a time point before the full duratio of the standardized

batteiy test.

3. The batter testing system of claim 1, wherein the prediction module is

configured to output, via the user interface, a plurality of predicted results of the

standardized battery test for the battery a t me intervals occurring before the full duration

of the standardized battery test.



4 . The battery testing system of claim 1, wherein the battery test computer is

configured to

generate, using the prediction module, a . first predicted result of the standardized

battery test for the battery at a first ime point using test data obtained from the onset of

the standardized battery test to the first time point; and

output, via the user interface, the first predicted result In response to determining

that the first predicted result has a confidence level above a confidence threshold.

5 The battery testing system of claim 4 wherein the battery test computer i s

configured to;

generate, using the prediction module, a second predicted .result of the

standardized battery tes for th battery at a second ti e point occurring after the first

time point using test dat obtained from the onset of the standardized battery test to the

second time point in response to determining that the confidence level of the first

predicted result is lower than the confidence threshold; and

output, via the user interface, the second predicted result in response to

determining that the second predicted result has a confi dence level above the confidence

threshold.

6 . The battery testing system of claim 5, wherein the first time point is 4 weeks, the

second time point is 6 weeks, and the standardized battery test duration is weeks.

7. The battery testing system of claim , wherein the prediction module comprises a

battery test support vector maciiine (SVM) .constructed using training data obtained from

a plurality of battery samples, and the battery test SVM is a binary classification model

configured to classify the .battery undergoing testing to a pass category or fail

categor based on a first feature a d a second feature generated fr om batter test data

obtained during the standardized battery test.



8 . The battery estin system of claim 7, wherein the first feature is a rate of change

of discharge capacity a d the second feature is a rate of change of efficiency obtained for

the batter during the standardized baiteiy test.

9. The battery testing system of claim 7, wherein the battery test SVM is configured

to classify the battery n to the pass category or the fail category by constructing a data

space irs which historical battery test .results have been separated into a pass region and a

fail region, calculating a hyperplane separating- the pass region from the fail region, an

mapping battery test data obtained for the. batter undergoing testing t o the data space t

identify a location of the.battery test dat relative to- he hyperplane.

10. The battery testing system of claim -9, wherein the batt er test computer is

configured to" predict, usin at least the prediction module, a -characteristic of the battery

at the end of the standardized battery test using linear regression an a distance from th

mapped battery test data obtained for the battery undergoing testing to the hyperplane,

and to output the characteristic vi the user interface,

1 1 . The battery testing system of claim 0, wherein the .characteristic is a final

discharge capacity o the battery.

12. The battery testing system claim , wherein the user interface comprises a

display configured to output visual -representations o outputs from the battery

management system to the user.

. . T e battery testing system of claim. 1 comprising -a battery testing apparatus

having voltage sensing circuitry, r rent sensing circuitry, or a combination thereoi and

configured t obtain feedback indicative of charge capacity and discharge capacity f o

the battery.



14. The battery testing system of claim 13, wherein the battery test computer

comprises a communication system configured to receive battery test data from the

battery testing apparatus,

15, tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a battery test

management -system implemented as one or more sets of instructions, wherein the battery

test management system comprises a prediction module, a validation module, and a

.mining module that, when executed b a processor, are configured to:

generate a prediction of a result o a standardized battery te st conducted on a

battery Using less tha all data required for the.standardized battery test conducted on the

battery to be completed, and to output, via the user interface, the prediction the result

an a confidence level associated with the prediction of t r result;

determine a validity of the prediction of me. esult Usi g final tes .results from th

standardized battery test conducted on the battery, and to output, via the user interface, a

representation of the validity; a d

update training data based on th determined validity to update the prediction

module.

16, The tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 15 wherein the

prediction module is configured generate the prediction o the result of th standardized

batteiy test for the battery at a time point before the full duration of the standardized

battery test.

1 . The tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 15, wherein th

prediction module is configured to generate a plurality of predictions of the result of the

standardized battery test for the battery at time intervals occurring before the u l duration

of the standardized battery test.



18. The tangible* non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim , wherein the

battery test management system is configured to

generate, using the prediction module, a first prediction of the result of the

standardized batter test for the battery at a first time point using test data obtained from

the onset of the standardissed battery test to the first time point; and

output the user interlace, the first prediction of the result n response to

determining tha the first prediction of th result has a confidence level above a

confidence threshold,

. The tangible, no n tor computer-readable medium of claim , wherein the

batierv test management svsiem is configured to:

generate, using the prediction odule, a second prediction of the result o the

standardized battery tes for the battery at a second time point occurring -after the first

time point using test data obtained from the onset of the standardized batteiy test to th

second time poi i response to determining thai the confidence level of the first

prediction is lower than a confidence threshold; and

output, vi the user interface, the second prediction of the result m response to

determining that the second prediction has confidence level above the confidence

threshold.

20. The tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 15, wherein the

prediction odule comprises a battery test support vector machine (SVM) constructed

using training data obtained from plurality of battery samples, and the battery test SVM

is a binary classification model configured to classify the batten.'' undergoing testing into

a pass category or a fi n category based on a first feature and a second feature generated

from batteiy-' test dat obtained during th standardized battery test.

2 . . The tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 20 wherein th

battery test SVM is configured to classify the battery int the pass category or th fai



category by constructing a data space i which historical battery test results hav bee

separated into a pass region and a fail region, calculating a hyperplane separating the pass

region from the tail region, and mapping battery test data obtained for the battery

undergoing testing to the data space to identify location of the battery test data relative

to the hyperplane,

22. The tangible, non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim wherein the

ait r test management sysiem is configured t predict, using at least the prediction

module, a oharactemtic of the battery at the end of the standardized battery test using

linear regression and a distance from th apped batt er -test dat obtained for the battery

undergoing testing to the hyperplane, and to output the characteristic via th user

interface.

23. A method of predicting battery test results, comprising:

usin a batter} test computer t predict a battery test result for a battery

undergoing testing, wherein the bat ter test computer comprises a tangible, non-transitory

computer-readable mediy storing a battery tes management system implemented as

one or more sets of instructions, wherein the battery test management system comprises a

predictive od l configured t predict th batter} test result using less tha a l data

required for the baitery test to be complete, a validation module configured to validate the

prediction, and a training module configured to re-train the predictive module based on

results generated by the validation module, and wherein the battery test computer

comprises processing circuitry configured t execute the one or More sets of instructions;

and

outputtmg, via a user interface, the prediction of the resul and a confidence level

associated with the prediction.
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